
STYLE NEWS

DAVID YURMAN DESIGNS A TROPHY FOR THE ACM AWARDS

The exclusively designed prize will be given to honorees including Taylor Swift,
Miranda Lambert and Garth Brooks, among others, at the Academy of Country

Music Awards.

http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/style
http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/tag/style-news
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aylor Swift, Kenny Chesney, George Strait, Miranda Lambert, Reba McEntire, Garth
Brooks and Brooks & Dunn will all have something in common at next month's Academy
of Country Music Awards — they'll each walk away with a fancy trophy designed by
jeweler David Yurman.

See more Oscars 2015: Our 11 Favorite Men's Watches

The design for the 50th Anniversary Milestone Award is made of more than 1,010 grams of sterling
silver and 4.16 carats of black diamonds, as well as black onyx carved in the shape of Yurman's
signature Albion gemstone, with the numeral 50 inlaid in 18k gold. Each winner's name will also be
engraved in sterling silver with the designer's logo on the back of the base.

"These artists have reached an incredible milestone in their careers — this acknowledgement is
extraordinary," said Yurman in a statement. "And the fact that the Academy of Country Music asked
me, a sculptor-turned-jeweler, to collaborate on this award was truly an honor."

See more 10 Taylor Swift Looks We Love

Get a glimpse of the Yurman-designed trophy when the ACM Awards — which will be co-hosted by
Luke Bryan and Blake Shelton — airs on CBS on April 19.
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STYLE NEWS ACM AWARDS 2015

DESIGN GENIUS: David Yurman at the drawing table.
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Leesa Evans, who's already working on the 'Zoolander' sequel, shares how she keeps Derek and Hansel looking
walk-off ready.

COSTUMES

'Zoolander 2' Costume Designer on Mixing Humor and High Fashion

TOP STYLISTS
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http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/gallery/taylor-swifts-best-style-moments-781754


From 'The Giver' premiere through the release of the crooner's No.1 album '1989,' Joseph Cassell (ranked No. 10
on THR's 25 Most Powerful Stylists in Hollywood list of 2015) has helped Swift's style evolve from cutesy to sexy

and chic.

10 Taylor Swift Looks We Love
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Kemal Harris, who also works as Robin Wright's stylist, offers a few ideas to the presumed presidential
candidate: "I don't want to change her wardrobe. I want her to change the world!"

TOP STYLISTS

How 'House of Cards' Costume Designer Would Style Hillary Clinton

PREVIOUS STORY

Zayn Malik's 5 Best Hair
Moments We'll Always
Remember
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McDonald's Is Selling Clothes Now
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